
Detail of Work: Provision of Cloud Application + Database Server

Kindly send the sealed quotation as per the Price bid format below:

Note:
 The above quoted rates are all inclusive. However, GST shall be paid extra.
 Corporation reserves the right to increase or decrease the requirement of server, storage, RAM etc. anytime, at the above quoted rate contract.
 Rate Contract is called for the future references and the same would be followed for procuring extra services as per the requirements during the contract

period.
 The period of contract is initially 6 months and can be extended on same cost, terms and conditions for up to one year.
 The payment would be done on bi monthly basis.
 Data Transfer per 100 GB is the minimum requirement of the Corporation at (5) and if the additional resources will be required/consumed, the rate quoted at

(8) would be considered.
 For selection of L1 total shall be calculated as below:

Total (T) = [6x{(1)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)}+(6)+(7)x4 +(8)x100+(9)x2].
 The above item should be from a MEITY, Govt. of India empanelled for cloud service provider or from Govt./PSU cloud/Data centre.
 The sealed quotation to be submitted in the MIS Division, Corporate Office, Central Warehousing Corporation or may be sent by registered post/courier in a

sealed envelope clearly mentioning “Quotation for cloud service” addressed to GM-System, Corporate Office, Central Warehousing Corporation, Warehousing
Bhawan, 4/1, Siri Insitutional Area, August Kranti Marg, Hauz Khaas, New Delhi-110016.

 The last date of receiving the sealed quotation is 22.02.2019 upto 1400 hours.

Name of Bidder : Name of Cloud Server Offered:
S. No. Description of Service Services Offered

(Yes/NO)
Monthly cost In Rupees
(Excluding GST)

Remarks

1. 1VM with 02VCPU, 08 GB RAM, 50GB storage, LINUX
(RHEL), MySql Database.

2. One Antivirus License
3. One time provisioning Cost
4. Shared Firewall and Shared Networking Load Balancer.
5. Data Transfer 100 GB per month

Rate Contract
6. 1VM with 02VCPU, 08 GB RAM, 50GB storage, LINUX

(RHEL), MySql Database.
7. Additional RAM per GB
8. Data Transfer per GB
9. Additional Storage Space (50GB Block)

Total
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